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 - WHAT IS …? -

A reflector system for the solo creator. 
Small and lightweight package, easy to use. Each reflector has 20 x 20 cm 
(approximately 8 x 8 inch), with plastic corner protection and cold shoe mount on rear.

3 reflectors plus 
mounting accessories

dedolight Lightstream Lite 
Standard Kit

dedolight Lightstream Lite, 
set in bag, standard kit with 
3 reflectors

5 reflectors plus 
mounting accessories

dedolight Lightstream Lite 
Master Kit

dedolight Lightstream Lite, set in 
bag, master kit with 5 reflectors

SLL3-20                                                                                                                                         

SLL5-20                                                                                                                                            

Two different packages

A reflector system for the solo creator. 
Small and lightweight package, easy to use. Each reflector has 20 x 20 cm 
(approximately 8 x 8 inch), with plastic corner protection and cold shoe mount on rear.
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MOUNTING DEVICES

ADAPTERS 
for stands and clamps with 
baby stud 16mm

DLSA1/4                    

stand adapter

CLAMPS
Our little clamps open wider 
than you think. Use to attach to 
furniture, machines, curtain rods, 
anything.

CLAMP-M                                   
mini clamp

FLEXIBLE MOUNTING ARMS 
22 cm, with shoe mount, ¼ inch thread and counter nut (DMFA22). A 40 cm 
length is also available as option (DMFA40)

DMFA22                        

Bendable holding arm with shoe attachment 
and ¼ inch adapter with lock nut. 

DMFA40                     

Long Flex arm DMFA40, 40cm

MAGIC PUTTY  
Apply to the surface (flat or not), then press the plate and fold some putty up 
and over the edge of the plate (don’t do it the other way round, it may not hold).
In most cases this works well.

Can be removed with no traces.

Looks like dinosaur shit. 
Works well (most of the time).

DLPLAST                                                                                                                                    

versatile, moldable sticky putty for attachment of the retaining plate

Code: DH3/DMFA22/DLPLAST
Mounting plate and flex-arm, mounted 
with sticky putty (Plast)

1/4 inch receptacle fits flexible 
mounting arms DMFA22 (40)

1/4 inch receptacle fits flexible 
mounting arms DMFA22 (40)

Option:
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MOUNTING DEVICES

MOUNTING PLATE

DH3                                                       

dedolight Lightstream mounting plate

DPINSET                                                 

Fixing pins for DH3 plate on wood or similar surfaces.

“I am invaded by film people, 
they will destroy my heritage, they will destroy my 
office table, my Louis XIV armrest.”

Code: DH3/DMFA22
Mounting plate with flex-arm, attached with gaffer tape

  Tape onto flat surfaces

   Wedge into drawers, bookshelves, door frames, 
ceiling light fixtures

  Attach to wood with four of the enclosed pins

When you apply the pins, 
   expect the outcry: HELP !!

It is not quite as bad as that. Yes, when you remove the pins 
and the plate, at first there will be four tiny little holes visible. 
Rub them with the back of your thumbnail, and they will most 
likely disappear. 
Try it – usually it works – if not: have your checkbook ready.
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ADDITIONAL MOUNTING OPTIONS

A traditional dedolight clamp 
with ¼ inch receptacle at 
the end of the stud 

dedolight D-Clamp 
(also use the ¼ inch opening)

Scissor clamp
mount to office ceilings with tiles and 
metal strips

Clamp-D                                          

dedolight clamp D with ¼ inch receptacle ‚for flexible mounting 
arms DMFA22 (40)

Clamp-S                                                                                                                                 

dedolight scissor clamp CLAMP-S for mounting on tiled office ceilings on the metal strip

dedolight Clamp 1 

CLAMP1                                          

attach here one of the bending arms that hold the reflector
(in price not included)
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WHAT LIGHTS

Any – you know all that.

Sun to candle – anything you have.

    Possibly easier  
Focusing dedolight (there are 23 different ones), possibly with  
the magic parallel beam intensifier, applicable from the tiniest  
(Ledzilla with new front-end parallel beam intensifier).

   Various focusing LED dedolights  
DLED2 (20W), DLED3 (40W), DLED4 (40W), DLED7 (90W)

All can be boosted extra 200% - 500%, by adding our parallel beam intensifier.

Lightstream Lite can also be used with classic tungsten dedolights DLH3 or DLH4 light head, which also work 
marvelously well with parallel beam intensifier (DPBA714).

The parallel beam intensifier DPBA714 adds more than 300% over the already 
unprecedented spot performance of the classic dedolight.

This Lightstream Lite System is upward compatible with the existing Lightstream reflector system, and later on also 
downward compatible with the Lightstream Table Top system, about which we have not informed you yet. 
Still working on the next step of the third version of reflected light systems.
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NOTES: 
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